We experimentally demonstrate the realization of a parity-time (PT) symmetry breaking in optically coupled semiconductor lasers (SCLs). The two SCLs are identical except for a detuning between their optical emission frequencies. This detuning is analogous to the gain-loss parameter found in optical PT systems. To model the coupled SCLs, we employ the standard rate equations describing the electric field and carrier inversion of each SCL, and show that, under certain conditions, the rate equations reduce to the canonical, two-site PTsymmetric model. This model captures the global behavior of the laser intensity as the system parameters are varied. Overall, we find that this bulk system (coupled SCLs) provides an excellent test-bed to probe the characteristics of PT-breaking transitions, including the effects of time delay.
INTRODUCTION
Carl Bender and Stefan Boettcher demonstrated that non-Hermitian Hamiltonians, invariant under the combined operations of parity (P) and time-reversal (T), may have a set of entirely real eigenvalues. 1 In particular, the eigenvalues can undergo a transition from purely real to complex upon changing a parameter that controls the non-Hermiticity of the Hamiltonian. These surprising results sparked a theoretical interest in PT-symmetric systems. The implications of a non-Hermitian Hamiltonian on our understanding of quantum theory continue to be debated and studied in mathematical physics.
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Recently, the study of PT-symmetric Hamiltonians has evolved from a purely theoretical interest to an experimental realization, [7] [8] [9] [10] and is now showing promise in applied optics. 11, 12 This shift is due to two factors. The first is a well-known equivalence between the time-independent Schrodinger equation and the Helmholtz equation in optics, and second is the ability to implement complex, gain and loss potentials in the optical setting. 13 Initially this equivalence was experimentally achieved by designing the optical system such the gain and loss of the material were balanced. 7 By taking advantage of the ability to steer the system into a region of interest, i.e., a region where the symmetry is broken or unbroken, these investigations are paving the way toward applications in laser physics [14] [15] [16] and synthetic photonic devices 17 (see references therein).
A common challenge with these systems is the fabrication of devices with parameters required to ensure the PT-symmetry. We show that this challenge can be circumvented by using a bulk system, and demonstrate the ability to probe PT-symmetric features using two optically coupled, commercial semiconductor lasers (SCLs). The system we investigate has an intrinsic time-delay associated with the optically coupled fields, because of the finite distance L between the two SCLs. In addition, we discuss the similarities and differences between a conventional PT-system (e.g. evanescently coupled waveguides) and optically coupled SCLs by comparing both the model and experimental observations.
To understand how these distinctions emerge, in Sec. 2 we introduce the full model comprising four coupled nonlinear rate equations that describe the electric field and carrier number inversion of each SCL. We show the remarkable feature that the rate equations reduce to a 2 × 2 PT-model. The experimental procedure is outlined in Sec. 3. In Sec. 4, we show the excellent agreement with the simulations produced by the full rate equations. and we analyze the experimental observations by comparing them with the 2 × 2 PT-model and the simulations. The conclusions are outlined in Sec. 5. We highlight that the PT-symmetry breaking features are captured using bulk components, i.e., off-the-shelf SCLs.
RATE EQUATIONS AND THE 2 × 2 PT-MODEL
We model the system of two optically coupled lasers using an extension of the well known Lang-Koboyashi rate equations which describe a single semiconductor laser subject to optical feedback. 18 The coupled SCL model we employ assumes that the SCLs are identical, except for their free-running emission frequencies (at threshold), and operate at nearly identical optical frequencies (ω 1 ≈ ω 2 ). 19 The slowly varying electric fields are defined in a symmetric reference frame, characterized by θ = (ω 1 + ω 2 )/2. The rate equations describing the normalized complex electric fields E 1,2 and the normalized excess carrier-densities N 1,2 are as follows:
where α ∼ 2-10 is the semiconductor-dependent linewidth enhancement factor, τ is the time-delay in the coupling, J 1,2 ∝ I 1,2 /I thr is the pumping current above threshold, and T = τ s /τ p is the ratio of the carrier lifetime τ s to the photon lifetime τ p . The two system parameters that permit exploration of the PT-breaking transition, κ and ∆ω = (ω 1 − ω 2 )/2, are the coupling strength and frequency detuning, respectively. These are examined in more detail when we outline the experimental procedure in Sec. 3. In this way, it will become clear how we experimentally determine their numerical values for the PT-model and simulations.
The parameter values used in our simulations are defined in Table 1 . The stated values correspond to those typical of the SCL used in our experiment. 20 We refer to Eqns. (1) as the full-model in order to distinguish them from the simplified PT-model. Given the high degree of complexity and nonlinearity of this system it is often necessary to integrate the rate equations of the full-model (Eqns, (1)) in order to properly capture the dynamics.
To that end, we use a modified fourth order Runge-Kutta method with a time-step size that varies from 0.1 ps to 10 ps. Although the full model of rate equations is complicated, for judicious choice of parameters, it is simplified substantially. When the excess carrier-density is small, i.e.,N 1,2 (t) → 0, and the time-delay is negligible, the equations for the time evolution of the electric fields become
Equation (2) is reminiscent of the Schrodinger equation in quantum theory, but with two important differences. The first is the absence of an i on the left-hand side of the equation. The second is that in contrast to the conventional quantum theory, the matrix M is not Hermitian (or anti-Hermitian), i.e., M = M † and (iM ) = (iM ) † . One can show that the matrix iM is invariant under the combined operations of parity P= σ z and time reversal T= * , where σ z is the z-Pauli matrix and * denotes complex conjugation. We point out that the Hermitian coupling term in conventional PT systems is now replaced by ±i∆ω, the anti-Hermitian detuning term which accounts for frequency pulling that is typical of coupled laser oscillators operating at different frequencies.
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It is straightforward to show that the eigenvalues of Eqn. (2) are λ 1,2 = ± √ κ 2 − ∆ω 2 . Thus they are real when k ≥ ∆ω and become purely imaginary when k < ∆ω. By examining the eigenvalues along with the form of the solution (e −λt ), one can anticipate the behavior of the system across a PT-transition that occurs at κ = ∆ω. Below the threshold (κ > ∆ω), the amplitudes exponentially grow or decay and above threshold (κ < ∆ω) the amplitudes undergo oscillations . We remark, however, that exponential growth of the field cannot occur indefinitely since the inversion of the laser will eventually be depleted as photons are added to the cavity. Therefore, we expect the PT-model to accurately describe the lasers behavior near or above the PT-transition. To see how the PT parameters are controlled, it is important to examine the experimental design in more detail. Figure 1 is a schematic of the experimental configuration consisting of two single mode (HL7851G) semiconductor lasers (SCL1 and SCL2), an external cavity consisting of two beam-splitting mirrors (BS1 and BS2) which optically couples the two SCLs, and an external control of the coupling strength κ via the variable neutral density filter (VND). The SCLs are identical, except for their free-running optical frequencies and threshold pump currents. The transmission through the VND is determined by an independent laser (L3) and photodiode (PD3) which allows us to calibrate the experimental and theoretical coupling strength, κ ≡ 1 − r 2 / (rτ in ) ξτ p , where r is the reflectivity of the external laser facet, ξ 2 is the fraction of optical power transmitted by all the optical elements, τ in is the internal laser round-trip time, and τ p is the photon lifetime. Once the transmission through the VND is recorded, ξ 2 can be determined since all the other optical elements are fixed.
EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
This model assumes that the fractional power is entirely coupled into the active region of the SCL. However, Cheng et al. showed that the measured fractional power (κ) needed to be reduced by a factor of 10 in order to accurately describe the dynamics 20 from this model. Hence, the coupling strength (κ) used in the simulations is a free parameter (within the bounds mentioned by Cheng 20 ). The experiment is designed such that the coupling strengths to the two lasers are equal, and a Faraday-rotator (not shown) is placed in the coupling beam path to ensure that self-coupling is eliminated. The glass slides (GS1 and GS2) independently reflect a portion (8%) of the intensity from SCL1 and SCL2, and the measurement of the laser intensities is performed using two 1 GHz photo-diodes (PD1 and PD2) in conjunction with a 1 GHz oscilloscope. The current and temperature of the lasers are stabilized to an accuracy of 0.01 mA and 0.01 C, respectively.
RESULTS
The procedure we employ allows us to determine the parameter space wherein the PT-model can accurately describes the experimental observations. This is achieved by scanning the pump current which induces a change in the emitted laser intensity and optical frequency. The dependence of the intensity and frequency on the adjusted pump current (∆P ), is given by Eqns. (3),
where ω 0 is the laser frequency at the threshold, and ∆P is the pump-current with the threshold pump current subtracted. The slopes k and eta s are intrinsic characteristics of the SCL, and were determined to be k = 1.84 GHz/mA and η s = 0.55 mW/mA. The variations in the optical frequency were a desired effect since, ultimately, we wanted to control the frequency difference ∆ω between the two lasers. Figure 3 . Experimental plot of the pump current value where the onset of growth begin for increasing coupling strength κ values, which are marked with red diamonds. The blue circles correspond to the simulated location where phase locking is broken (dφ1/dt = dφ2/dt). The green stars represent the PT-transition boundary predicted by the simple 2 × 2 model (κ = |∆ω|).
30% above threshold. The frequency detuning is large compared to the coupling strength (|∆ω| > κ). The pump current to SCL2 is then decreased slowly (at < 10 Hz) from P 2 = 1.3 to P 2 = 0.8, consequently decreasing the frequency mismatch ∆ω. Examining Fig. 2 , it is clear that as P 2 is decreased, the intensity of SCL2, Int 2 (green) decreases and the intensity of SCL1, Int 1 (blue) remains constant until a critical pump current is reached when a sudden growth of intensity occurs. This abrupt increase in intensity marks the PT transition threshold. We compare this threshold with the phase-breaking threshold, shown in Fig. 2 (c) and 2(d) with the black dashed line. To obtain the latter, we calculated the phases φ 1,2 (t) which are extracted from the complex electric fields E 1,2 (t), evaluated their time derivatives, and obtained the frequency mismatch at which their difference is no longer zero, i.e., dφ 1 /dt = dφ 2 /dt. The simulations agreed well with the experiments shown in Fig. 2(a) . Figure 3 shows the results from the full model, predictions of the simplified 2 × 2 PT-model, and experimental data. It is clear that the agreement is good at low coupling strengths, but at higher coupling strengths, the simplified model departs significantly from the experiments and the predictions of the full model. The dependence of the laser intensity on the pump current subsequently determines the parameter window where the simplified PT-model breaks down. A cause of the breakdown is the requirement that the intensities of the two SCLs need to be approximately equal (I 1 ≈ I 2 ) near the PT-threshold (κ = |∆ω|). Because of the coupled nature between the number of photons (intensity) inside the laser cavity and the inversion, an inequality between the intensities, I 1 and I 2 , leads to an inequality in the inversions of each laser (i.e. N 1 = N 2 ). If the difference between the inversions is too large then the full-model can longer reduce to the simplified PT-model because the diagonal terms in the matrix representation are no longer equal. It is, however, remarkable, that the full model contains within it the PT-symmetric behavior information despite the full model not being the typical PT-symmetric model.
Another method we use to examine the PT transition is to follow the evolution of the eigenvalues of the rate equation. In the presence of non-zero inversion, i.e., N 1,2 = (N ± ∆N )/2 = 0, diagonal elements of the matrix M in Eq.(2) are modified. To obtain the eigenvalues λ defined by Eqn.(4),
the full set of rate equations was solved as J 2 was scanned from 1.3J thr to 0.8J thr and the array of N 1,2 values were stored. These values of N 1,2 were then inserted into Eqn. (4) . At each step of P 2 (N 1,2 ), the complex eigenvalues are determined and stored. After scanning the pump current P 2 , a complete map of the eigenvalues is produced, shown in Fig. 4 , which displays both eigenvalues λ 1,2 in the complex plane. Figure 4(a) shows the eigenvalues when the feedback strength is κ = 0.0027, and the color spectrum along each step corresponds to the pump current P 2 (N 1,2 ) at that location. We start by examining the evolution of each eigenvalue λ 1,2 individually shown in Fig. 4 . We remind the reader that this figure represents the eigenvalues-movement for simulated profiles shown in Fig. 2(c) and Fig. 2(d) .
Initially λ 1 (Fig. 4(a) ) is purely imaginary ( λ 1 ≈ 0.01 and λ 1 ≈ 0), which corresponds to the oscillatory behavior of the intensity. Since we are taking a time average, these oscillations are smoothed out resulting in the steady-state behavior shown in Fig. 2 . As the pump current decreases, λ 1 decreases while the real part remains zero ( λ 1 ≈ 0). At the critical value when κ = |∆ω|, λ 1 becomes real and λ 1 suddenly increases while the imaginary component is negligible ( λ 1 ≈ 0), which corresponds to the abrupt growth in the intensity. At this point, the PT-symmetry is broken because the carrier densities become non-negligible. One sees this by continuing to trace this evolution, where λ 1 becomes negative and eventually returns to zero ( λ 1 = 0).
Turning our attention to Fig. 4(b) , which is produced when the coupling strength is κ = 0.014, it is clear that the avoided crossing is still present, however its location is slightly shifted from the PT-breaking transition (λ 1,2 = 0). The abrupt change in λ 2 , shown in Fig. 4(b) , occurs at a complex value, i.e., λ 2 has a non-zero real component, rather than a purely imaginary value. This highlights our observation that the PT-symmetric model (Eq. (2)) is valid for small feedback strengths. The shift in the avoided crossing location from the PT-symmetric case is a result of the non-negligible carrier densities, N 1,2 > 0. Since the coupling strength is large, the expected intensity growth should occur at a larger pump current P 2 . The larger values of P 2 and κ creates an asymmetry between the carrier densities (N 1 = N 2 ) and N 1 > 0. Therefore, the approximations used to obtain the simplified model are no longer valid and Eq. (1) no longer reduces to the PT model. However, it is interesting to note that even at larger coupling strengths (κ > 0.004), the avoided crossing continues to be present. Fig. 2 . The color profile corresponds to the pump current P2 which is directly proportional to the frequency mismatch ∆ω. Each eigenvalue, λ1 and λ2, is shown separately in (a2,b2) and (a3,b3), respectively, and their superposition is shown in (a1,b1). Note that the avoided crossing in (a), which occurs for a pump current of P1 ≈ 1.05, occurs at λ ≈ 0 and indicates PT-transition.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we demonstrated the realization of PT-symmetry breaking transition in optically coupled SCLs. In addition to this system comprising commercially available components, an advantage of coupled SCLs is the ability to easily tune the PT-transition parameters, which are the coupling strength κ between the SCLs and the frequency detuning ∆ω. One can control these parameters by externally attenuating the coupled optical power (via a neutral density filter) and modifying the pump current (or temperature), respectively. We showed the remarkable feature that the standard rate equations describing coupled SCLs can reduce to a simplified 2 × 2 PT model. To capture the PT-transition, we compared the movement of the eigenvalues of the modified 2 × 2 model with the experimental and simulated intensities of the SCLs. This method allowed us to determine the parameter window wherein the PT-model accurately captures the global behavior. For small coupling strengths, the onset of intensity growth corresponded to the theoretical PT-transition. However, the deviation from the predicted value grew as the coupling strength became larger. This is understood by noting the increase pump current necessary for a PT-transition causes a large inequality between the carriers of the two SCLs. This inequality invalidates the assumptions made to arrive at the simplified PT-model. A method that circumvents this inequality is to vary the frequency detuning via the temperature, which we are currently exploring.
This system offers many avenues for future investigations. In particular, we plan to continue experimental investigations of the PT-transition by varying the temperature to one or both SCLs and by introducing substantial time-delay in the feedback. In this way, the effects of the time-delay on the PT-transition are manifested. This requires a modification of the PT model. Because of this modification, a question emerges whether the system still retains PT signatures in the presence of a time-delay. Another avenue is the ability to control the phase θτ of coupling term κ which is present in the full-model. If the phase is incorporated, then this further modifies the PT model and allows tunability over the Hermicity of the PT matrix via the off-diagonal term. Overall, we are convinced that this system offers a unique test-bed to explore PT-symmetric systems.
